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MashZone NextGen Business Analytics is a self-service, real-time data visualization tool. Our latest 
release delivers a platform for building exploratory dashboards by connecting to data sources 
and leveraging a rich set of visualizations. You can combine data from any original source—data 
warehouses, Software AG’s ARIS, XML files, databases, streaming big data and even Microsoft® 
Excel® spreadsheets—to create business dashboards for right-time decision-making.

With MashZone NextGen your 
enterprise can:
•  Simply “point and click” to build dashboards—no assistance 

needed from IT

•  Rely on an intuitive user interface to identify visual patterns 
quickly

•  Blend real-time streaming data with data-at-rest on same 
dashboard 

Key benefits
•  Combine data from any live data sources to create real-time 

dashboards

•  Transform raw data into useful analytics within a few minutes

•  Measure continuous business impact with easy access to 
real-time KPIs and metrics

•  Rely less on IT—anyone can create a dashboard and easily 
share with others in the organization

•  Safe and secure—no data is stored on any device

New features
Data integration
•  Support for new data sources—CSV, Java® DataBase 

Connectivity (JDBC) and ARIS tables for creating dashboards. 
This adds to the existing list of supported data sources—
Apama/EDA Events, Terracotta BigMemory and XML files

Data analytics
•  Support for outer joins in RAQL—left outer join, right outer 

join and full outer join

•  Improved implementation of the UNION, MINUS and 
INTERSECT set operations in RAQL 

•  Support for data transformation operators to change data 
types, define conditional replacements, do column operations 
and aggregate data while creating dashboards

Data visualization
•  Automatic refresh of widget contents for all pull data sources 

with the ability to define the refresh rate

•  Better definition of chart axis properties for defining range, 
title and data format
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•  New bar chart, traffic light and gauge 
chart widgets

•  Additional features for pie chart and grid 
chart widgets

•  Support for “dashboard only” mode that 
hides the application header

•  Extensions for style templates

•  Support for triggering consecutive 
actions after clicking on widget contents

•  Support for pre-populated / 
parameterized calls for dashboards

Other features
•  Support for running MashZone NextGen 

Business Analytics in a Docker® container

Dashboards make it easy to visualize and analyze information. And with MashZone NextGen Business Analytics, 
it’s easy for just about anyone in your organization to create dashboards to gain and share insights in an instant.
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